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About This Content

The soundtrack for Cursed Sight, a visual novel about our struggle against fate. After purchasing and downloading the
soundtrack, players will be able to listen to the tracks using Steam's music player.

Composer: Efe Tozan

Tracks list:
1. Cursed Sight
2. Menu theme
3. East Taria

4. Treasure of the East
5. Treasure of the East (piano)

6. The Bellstress
7. The Bellstress (piano)

8. Fooling around
9. East Tarian King

10. Bliss
11. Bliss (piano)
12. The unknown

13. The unknown (piano)
14. Burden

15. Burden (piano)
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16. West Taria
17. Treasure of the West

18. Stakes
19. Warrior soul

20. Miracle
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Its really fun bit kind of buggy. Clunky trash. Gameplay is less than basic, frustrating, and just plain unfun.. I enjoyed the game,
but found some of the live-action video parts a bit odd.. Holy bananas. I NEVER review games, because they all are just alright
and I don't feel like typing out a review for an alright game. But this game. Holy.♥♥♥♥♥♥ Best game I have EVER played.
The graphics are phenomenal, like out of this world (lmao, get it? @LastLevelsOfCampaign). The storyline is intriguing and I
never skipped parts of it. The gameplay? A little wonky at first, but once I got used to it, it felt so smooth and luxiourious.
Overall? This game was phenomenal. Just finished the campaign, so can't wait for them to add a new storyline. But until then?
The horde awaits!

I got the Deluxe Edition, but I found myself not really using the weapons from it. However, the characters from it are
phenomenal. It defidentally did not need to be purchased in order to enjoy the game, but it did add a little extra fun to it.

Liked it so much but felt it was lacking a playerbase as of right now, so I got the deluxe edition for my friend too.

Yeah, I love the game so much I spent $160 dollars on it.. Simple but nice story and unnecessary hard..
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For the people who claim the game is slow, it is. That is becaulse of realism. The two hour time limit seems unreasonable, untell
you relise that the battle of hampton roads, which was a duel between only 2 ironclads lasted twice that. This game is not for the
easly board, but you wont find a better game about ironclads out there.. My 4 year old loves it. Game has great style, easy to
understand controls.. Rarely do I not enjoy a puzzle game, but Millie was a disapointment.

Essentially just a new take on Centipede, it is annoying more than anything else and when it gets difficult it feels like a matter of
trial and error rather than actual puzzle solving or forward thinking.

 For what it is trying to be, Millie fails miserably, and doesn't succeed in any other catagory to boot.

3\/10. This game is simpler and not as Rube Goldberg as I expected. It does take a lot of inquisition and ideas if you don't get
the games concepts when it has a lack of clear explanation. Don't think that bad, you're supposed to experiment in the game. I
found that once I conceptualized every aspect of the mechanics given that after I understood each one seperately I could breeze
through most of the 'obstacle' like levels that have some funny yet odd goals. I mean, some of it is common sense, some of it can
be luck, and sometimes you just know or have to figure it out. The game scared me by giving me a timer, I did get stalled once
and it ran out, but ignore it, for NOTHING happens when your timer hits 0. It was just an average time for most people to finish
the level, don't be discouraged, try your best and if you get stuck well work through it and keep having fun! Sadly I rate this
game at a 6\/10 - my lowest rating to date. Maybe I'm leniant, only 'bad' games will get below 5. If I didn't enjoy it, and it was a
waste of time and money, I'll definitely let you know. Go get this game series!. PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT

How to make this game run on modern PC's!!!

1. Google GMDX
2. Go to www.gmdxmod.com
3. Follow the super easy instructions to download
4. Enjoy one of the greatest games ever made in 1080p

P.S. this mod is great and super easy to install. it adds just enough to improve the game but doesnt take away from that classic
experience. what are you waiting for??? Go download it!!!!

REVIEW:

Gameplay:
-Challenging
-Rewards creativity
-All weapons and tools have their purpose
-Awesome bionic powers
-Character progression and equipment upgrades make you feel badass
-Fun stealth and shooting mechanics

Story:
-Complex and thoughtful cyberpunk storyline.
-The momentum that the story builds is insane.
-Every bit of dialogue fits so well.
-Satisfying conclusion w\/ multiple endings

Graphics:
-Very dated but has a nostalgic charm to it.

Sound and Music:
-One of the greatest video game soundtracks of all time.
-Sound effects are serviceable.

Optimization:
-After downloading GMDX ran near perfect with only a single crash out of 60+ hours.
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Last thoughts:
  This game seems to have aged very well. Im a picky gamer and easily bored, and it kept me entertained for hours on end. The
developers never hold your hand. They present you with obstacles that you solve in your own creative ways. This creates a
gameplay loop thats very satisfying, and as your character becomes more powerful, you just feel like an absolute badass.
  THIS IS ONE OF THE GREATEST GAMES EVER MADE. If youre tired of all these mediocore AAA titles that wanna hold
your hand and bore you with a terrible story, buy this game!!!!

11\/10. TL;DR:

It's a neat game from a neat developer in a large, untapped game space. And it's cheap. If you've got a VR set, definitely buy it.
If you don't, maybe buy it anyway.

Pros:
-Novel concept
-Mind-tickling
-Large problem space, lots of mechanics for the developer to explore
-Cheap

Cons:
-Simple
-Currently (3\/17) doesn't encourage use of the time visualization component enough, which is the bit that should set this game
apart
-The VR version crashed on me once when switching audio devices

Long, for those with trouble sleeping:

Way back in 2011 Achron exposed time as a navigable dimension. The analogy between time and spatial dimensions is stronger
in Achron than in any game before and any game since. In Achron time is a freely navigable ~10 minute window that resolutely
marches forward, as opposed to the zero-length window we're used to. While the game has (effectively) two spatial dimensions,
time acts much like a third. In my utterly amatuer opinion two major wrinkles held Achron back - a sub-par implementation of
RTS principles painstakingly perfected in other games, and immense complexity conveyed to the player in an unintuitive way.

Imagine if, instead of seeing a typical two-dimensional RTS map, you could only see one column of pixels at a time. You could
freely navigate the columns, but you could not see all of them at once. Imagine how much harder it would be to understand the
playing field, especially as the game progressed and the field changed. It is similarly difficult to understand time in Achron. The
player must select and view each time slice, a single scene does not convey the whole space.

zTime takes the time dimension and visualizes it along a spatial axis (the z axis I presume, hey that's probably where the name
comes from). You're on a two-dimensional obstacle course, and the paths of you and the obstacles are drawn over time along an
axis orthogonal to the obstacle course. They appear as contiguous lines. By aiming your future-position line between the future-
position lines of the obstacles, you can avoid them a few seconds in advance.

Even when projected onto a two-dimensional screen, the player can take in vastly more information about time when conveyed
visually. The VR experience is an ah-hah moment as well. Seeing that third dimension with stereoscopic depth cues dramatically
increases the fidelity of the information. zTime conveys time as a first-class navigable dimension in a way that Achron never
could, because zTime is a simpler game.

Unfortunately, zTime eliminates the mutability of time. The player observes time as a navigable dimension (navigable by the
eyes), but can only make changes in the current time slice. It's a little like Guitar Hero et al. in that way. The player can see the
future, but must make changes in the present. The past is therefore irrelevant and not shown. The earth-shattering mind-bendy-
ness of Achron is notably lacking in zTime.

After playing zTime for maybe twenty minutes I had only one "hey that was pretty cool" moment, where I navigated the
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obstacle course using the spatial representation of time more effectively than I would have used everyday prediction of the
movement of the obstacles. In many more cases, trying to utilize the time dimension resulted in my death, where navigating the
same obstacles without the fancy lines would have been trivial. All of the obstacles (up to level 11, at least) move in short-period
repeating patterns (or just follow you), so they are predictable. When there are many obstacles to keep track of, the time
visualization becomes helpful but not necessary. It seems like obstacles with random movements would make the time
visualization more rewarding. With unpredictable obstacles, the player would be forced to use the visualization of the future to
navigate the maze safely.

The developers made an interesting decision when deciding how to visualize the player's future position - your future-position
line assumes you will maintain your current acceleration indefinitely. This makes predicting where you will be in three seconds
easy, but makes it difficult to make small changes to your trajectory in the x\/y\/time 3D space. When you press a key to make a
minor modification, your future line shoots off in that direction, and you must release the key to see where you will end up
without input. It becomes a guess-and-check game, and you only have a few seconds. Using the Vive controllers makes this a bit
easier because it has a high-resolution trackpad for movement, instead of the measly four keys on your keyboard.

Other minor gripes:
-there should be an obvious visual cue in future-position lines to indicate that an object hit and bounced off of a wall. The
change in direction from the bounce is easy to miss
-viewport zoom is unbounded, which is amusing
-on the Vive controllers, the trackpad is used to navigate menus, but the trigger is used to click. The more common convention
is to use the trackpad to click if you're using the trackpad to navigate

Final thought:

Personally, I think the developer missed an opportunity to pare down and polish Achron. Take that same time-bending engine,
incorporate it into a simpler RTS built on a generic game engine, and you've got yourself a compelling modern game with all
that mind-blasting goodness.
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